CORPORATE NEWS

Brigitte Falk honored as "CIO of the Decade 2020"

- International IT community chooses manager at FORCAM

Frankfurt am Main, October 2020: IT manager Brigitte Falk has been elected "CIO OF THE DECADE" following an online voting by the international IT community of the German speaking region (DACH). The winner of the prize, which is awarded by confare and Ernst & Young, was selected from more than 350,000 votes for 220 nominees. Since June 2020 Brigitte Falk is engaged in the position of CIO / COO at smart factory specialist FORCAM.

Dr. Andrea Rösinger, Co-CEO of FORCAM and Chief Technology Officer: "This award for Brigitte Falk is a very special recognition of her IT competencies. We are glad to have Brigitte on board to further advance our positioning as a comprehensive Smart Factory solution partner in the era of Industrial IoT. Personally, I am delighted that a woman is receiving this award, because diversity is a top priority at FORCAM. Congratulations, Brigitte!"

Brigitte Falk has already received several awards, including "CIO of the year 2019 - Women in IT Awards Europe" (Bonhill) and "CIO of the year 2018" (CIO Magazin).

Brigitte Falk: "I am deeply honored to be recognized as “CIO of the Decade 2020”. The award shows me that many people with whom I have had the privilege of working over the past decades see me as a true leader. It would be great to see that this award motivates many young women to believe in themselves, to reach for the stars in their careers and to take their unique path.”
At FORCAM, helping to herald a new era for the Smart Factory

Her focus is on the innovation environment, digitalization and agile working methods. In addition, she is an expert in the development of strategic future scenarios in business cooperation with customers and suppliers. Brigitte Falk sits on the supervisory boards of Liebich & Partner Management- und Personalberatung AG and Efecte Plc, both headquartered in Finland. At FORCAM she is helping to herald a new era for the Smart Factory. More information about her career [here](#).

FORCAM is a comprehensive solution partner for the industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). Together with customers and partners, FORCAM’s smart factory experts develop solutions and products that enable companies to digitally transform their manufacturing processes quickly and easily. This enables them to make better use of production resources, secure their competitiveness and ultimately contribute to the United Nations’ sustainability goals for industry, innovation and infrastructure.

**Latest innovation:** [FORCAM Connector to Microsoft Power Automate](#)
**Download ePaper:** „Restart in Production“
About FORCAM – www.forcam.com

In the era of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), manufacturing companies need a strong and flexible IT backbone in production. FORCAM supports companies in significantly increasing their efficiency in production and planning. FORCAM provides an open and fully flexible IIoT platform solution for intelligent manufacturing. It is rated by analysts as "best in class". The turnkey and freely expandable cloud platform solution is used by internationally active large and medium-sized companies alike - including BorgWarner, Dynomax Aerospace, Howmet Aerospace (formerly Arconic), Kostal, Krones, Lockhead Martin, Richards Industrials, Schaeffler. More than 100,000 machines worldwide are already monitored with FORCAM technology. FORCAM is headquartered in Ravensburg, Germany, with offices in USA (Cincinnati), England (Rugby) and China (Shanghai).
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